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Introduction
Spectral analysis of PSG recordings in sleep 

provides insights into insomnia disease states.

The current study compares signal processing

outcomes using adaptive segmentation with 

traditional sleep parameters in adults identified

with primary insomnia. Morpheus® is a system

that performs automated analysis of sleep 

staging using a multidimensional mathematical

analysis of EEG applying adaptive segmentation

and fuzzy logic with Markov models enabling 

multiple spectral power EEG measurements.

Methods
40 adults were selected with a diagnosis of 

primary insomnia. A post-hoc analysis compared

R&K analysis to adaptive segmentation studying

the second night in the sleep lab using a 

cross-over design with 4 compounds. Each

patient received 3 different medications or 

placebo denoted by A, B, C and P (placebo). 

This represents second night analysis. Sleep 

efficiency (SE), latency to persistent sleep (LPS),

slow wave sleep% (SWS), and REM sleep%.

Advanced spectral parameters were analyzed 

for each group and compared with the placebo

group including % of high frequency activity 

(HF), % low-voltage mixed frequency activity

(MFLE%), % of high-voltage mixed frequency

activity (MFHE%), and % of low frequency 

activity (LF).
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Results
Results with means and standard deviations are

measured in minutes. For SE: P=75(16);

A=86(9); B=86(7); C=83(11). For LPS:

P=49(52); A=43(25); B=18(14); and C=42(35).

For SWS%: P=14(7); A=21(7); B=18(7); and

C=16(8). For SE: P=74(16); A= 86(9); B=86(7);

and C=83(11). T-tests of SE, LPS, %SWS, and

%REM comparing the placebo group with groups

A, B, C were statistically significant at p<0.05

level with the following exceptions: LPS compar-

ing placebo to group A to group C and REM%

comparing placebo to all groups.  For HF%:

P=16(8); A=12(7); B=18(8); C=14(8). For

MFHE%: P=41(6); A=41(6); B=40(5); and

C=41(6). For LF%: P=10(5); A=16(6); B=13(5);

and C=13(5). For MFLE%: P=20(6); A= 21(6);

B=20(5); and C=21(7). Fundamental frequency

(FF) below 4Hz%: P=33(9); A=44(12); B=35(9);

and C=38(12). T-tests of HF%, LF%, FF< 4Hz for

each spectral parameter comparing the placebo

group with groups A, B, C were statistically sig-

nificant at p<0.05 level with the exception of

%MFHE. A significant signal statistically was LF%

for compound A= p<0.00005. For R&K SWS%

for compound B= p<0.00001.

Conclusions
There is a pharmacodynamic response seen more

prominently in FF below 4Hz, HF, and LF domains

compared with placebo. Spectral analysis of EEG

assesses sleep state in insomnia patients 

providing enhanced resolution of EEG signals.
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